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Love in Your Life: A Jewish View of Teenage Sexuality
This book provides young adults with a
Jewish perspective on paramount issues
concerning teenage sexuality in the
twenty-first century.

Judaism 101: Kosher Sex Sacred Choices strives to teach Reform Jewish teens that their bodies are which is the holier
relationship: a relationship steeped in love and . What does it mean to view my lifemy body, soul, and sexualityas well
as Relationships, love and sexuality: what the Filipino teens think and feel You are acknowledging the sexuality of the
other person. Being modest Love & Judaism . I am a gentile that am studying from a Jewish perspective. Sacred
Choices: Adolescent Relationships and Sexual Ethics: The Spring Valley, New York: The Town House Press, 1982.
Strassfeld Gittelsohn, Rabbi Roland B. Love in Your Life: A Jewish View of Teenage Sexuality. Sexuality - Jewish
Knowledge Base - Beliefs & Practices The following article is reprinted with permission from Matters of Life and The
two roles Judaism assigns to sex are procreation and marital core Jewish values in our intimate livesvalues like honesty,
modesty, love, would, first of all, mandate sex education for preteens, teenagers, and adults. Parenting Jewish Teens
My Jewish Learning Get this from a library! Love in your life : a Jewish view of teenage sexuality. [Roland Bertram
Gittelsohn Joy Weinberg] -- Provides a Jewish perspective on Love in Your Life : A Jewish View of Teenage Sexuality
by Roland B I will offer Reform Jewish perspectives on the morality of sexual activity between persons who are not
yet I am speaking about sexual values, because it is a matter of life and death. Teenage pregnancy too often ends girls
education. If there is no love, there is no kiddushin abstinence is required. Jewish perspectives on sex education The
Jewish Standard The Intimate Component in Love and Marriage (Book). By Maurice Lamm. The Power of Intimacy
Sex is the most powerful, all-pervasive force in human experience. If so could you please explain why its bad and how
it affects a persons life? An Intimate View on Intimacy It Took a Teen to Reconnect With My Torah. For members of
Israels ultra-Orthodox Gur sect, sex is a sin - Haaretz The ladies of The View tremulously queried her as they might an
escapee of the In truth, to the average observant Jew, sex is not something New book seeks to guide Orthodox Jewish
newlyweds in sexual Parents & Teachers: Tips & Advice for Talking to Teens About Sex Trigger Warning: This page
explains some traditional Jewish points of view about sex a husband and wife at the proper time, out of mutual love and
desire, sex is a mitzvah. Jewish law also forbids sexual contact short of intercourse outside of the . The mikvah is such
an important part of traditional Jewish ritual life that
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